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FRAGMENTS .. 

By COLON,EL SIR ROBERT FIRTH, K.B.E., C.B. 

XXXII:' 

.As everyone knows, we have had a distinctly unsatisfactory summer; 
in faet, some people will tell you that we have had no summer in 1922. 
The result is that the weather has been more tban usually a topic of con
'versation. Man has subdued many things; he has harnessed some of the 
elemental forces to his use, but in his conflict, with Nature he has often 
done her injury and vulgarized her charms. With all respect to perennial 
grumblers at our weather, I am tempted to say that fmtunately man has 
not yet succeeded in commanding the ~easons, regulating the rainfall, and' 
summoning at will either stmshine or cloud. If' ever he attains to this 
final proficiency, the last province of Nature study which is stilt reserved to' 

\ town-dwellers-tlie weather-will be conque<red. Fortunately, I say, the 
weather has not been interfered with as yet, either as a hobby for man or 
as a manifestation of Nature. It 'still remains with us, and can be enjoyed 
alike from a city window or from a mountain top; for like reason, a rain
gauge can be as useful at Islingt'on as at Oban, and a barometer is as much 
a barometer in Earl's Court as at Penzance. 

],lven without such humble instruments of pseudo-science as the rain
gauge and barometer, the weather may be enjoyed, alld- nobody's weather 
is so interesti,ng as. that of the Britisher, and though tlie townsman may 
not be so weather wise as the countrYll1an, he can at least follow its vagaries .. 

. A game of comparison can always be played and plenty of time devoted to 
a study of the statistics covering a series of years to determine whether 
the season be normal or-abnormal. In this way, mid-January can be made 
it normal datum liuE;) or mean between mid-Novembe'r aqd mid-March, and 
so ser've as a s~rt of half-way house between the ruin of autumn and the 
hope of spring. Its weather may be sometimes that of the former, some
times that of the latter. On the same principle, anyr next twenty-four 
hours may bring forth as fine a. day as one can wish, and that explains 
why, as I now write,I am not surprised to see June and October meeting 
. during this week in August. Of course, I am not so unreasonable as' to 
expect the victim of a blizzard to think at one leap of the sweltering heat 
of a hot summer:s day, neither do I urge or expect those who bask in the 
warmth of July to remember the shiverings of December'- Our latitude 
holds forth no such. certainty; our weather forbids' us who 'live in j,t to 
look far ahead, -and if we dislike or do not indulge in long views, we are 
.Justified in saying that our weather has taught us otherwise. 

The truth is, by taking our weather as it comes, we keep short memories 
and from forgetfulness we are prone to exaggerate the present. c Experience 
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blunts our memories and shortens' our pr~spects in the matter, so much 
so that we live in regard to the weather from day to day. Although the 
average amount of rain and of sunshine has been worked out, t'here is no 
telling when and where .the next record amount of rain, sunshine, drought, 

. heat or cold may not occur. The uncertainty of these phenomena militfl,tes , 
against foresight and the taking of long views; it is only when 'we are 
actually up against, the emergepcy that we reali.:z:e our plight. We are not 
as others who have learned to discern tirne and seasons, nor as, some who 

_ have learned when to sow discord and when to plant the biow, Hour 
polItical weather experts bavebeen accustomed, to watch the steady set 
of the glass ,upwards OF downwards, t,bey have not always published their 
warnings, nor if they had it is doubtfuL~f, we should have paid attention, 
simply because our weather-eye has never been adjusted, to remote fore
casts. There are times when we may perhaps wish it were otherwise, -
and, that our habits and mental outiook were formed not by: mere weather, 
but by a settled climate, But a climate has its drawbacks, physical and 
psychological;. it may inv,olveextremes which are difficult to endure, be
cause an abnormality in a "climate is far worse than a spell of untimely, 
weather. Our weather, at the, inoment, may not be as good as it might 
be, but we minnot despair of it. We must think of it, at the worst, as only 
bad weather, such as our forefathers once held through and recognized as 
had weather when they spoke of the pilot who weathered the storm. 
From this point of vil:jw, opinions may differ as to whether our we'ather 

"be a national asset Qf a national misfortune; but, whichever it maybe, it 
is probably 11 larger fact9rJ in framing- our national characteristics than, 
many suppose.-

: . Undoubtedly in its past history the' ~arth has encountered changes in 
its climates far greater than those which disturb us to-day. One, year, it 
is true, we may be parched by a prolonged and rainless summer, the next, 
subjected to weather that would seem inclement in Iceland; but, on the 
whole, the average temperature is distribu'ted in zones qualified only by 
the relation of the land io· the .milder sea. Although the domination of 

'the sun appears supreme and its orderly largesse of heat the controlling 
factor in the routine and nature of our seasons, still from geology we know . 
tha-t regions now' hostile to life have been repeatedly warm enough to sup~ 
port it. in abundance. There have been glacial epochs of int!3nse cold 
separated by periods of milder climate than that which rules in the same 
area to-day. Attempts have fail~dto explain these secular changes in 
temperature '. by any. astronomical phenomena such as changes in the 
inclination of the earth's axis, causing greater or lesser reception of solar 
heat, because there is no corre~pondence between irregular clima~ic varia
tions and the rigid sequence of planetary movements.. In any event, such' 
factors have riot been reconciled with the occurrence of glaciation actually 
in the tropics, and simiiar 'disturbances of the zonaJ· distribution of 
temperature. The possible explanation is that, although the sun is now 
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.272 Fragments-

the ruler of our climatic fate~ it was formerly assisted and sometimes 
surpassed by the internal heat of the earth herself. This does not mean 
that the eadh has. a molten interior covered by a crust formed by slow 
cooling, but rather that the influence of radio-active substances within the 
earth's crust' has played a larger part in the' production of geological ~ 

. - climates than many suppose, and that the radio-activ~ substances have 
become available fromtirue to time by denudation and by changes of a . 
larger order in terrestrial topography. Thi~ is pure hypothesis,but merits 
consideration if only for the sake of encouraging someone to discover sorile 
mode of tapping the radio-active reserves; certainly a radio-active St. 
Martin's summer would have'been very welcome to us"in 1922. 

XXXIII. 

The familiar remark, "A penny for'your thoughts,': aroused me from a 
reverie, a few days ago, and I was forced to admit that I had so many 
things in my niind that I could not easily make a selection and reply 
honestly, without compromising myself too nakedly. A similar incident. 
must happen to many, and most must admit,that, if we are not downright 
ashamed of a great part of our spontaneous thinking, it ]s far too intimate, 
personal, trivial or ignoble to permit us to reveal more than a small part 
of i t. We do not think en,ough about thinking, and much of our confusion 
is the result of ,current illusionsjn regard to it. Our thought moves with 
such rapidity that it is almost impossible to arrest any specimen of it long 
enough to have a look at it. During our waking hours we appear to our
selvef;! to be thinking alLthe time, and some of u's are aware.that we go on 
thinking wliile we are asleep, perhaps even more foolishly than when 
awake. Unless. interrupted by some practical issue, our favourite and 
spontaneous kind of thinking is what I referreqtoabove as,a reverie. In 
that condition we allQw our ideas to take their own course and-this course
is determined by our hopes and fears, our likes and dislikes. It is amusing 
and pathetic to observe,. both in ourselves and others how all thought, that 
is not more or less laboriously controlled or directed, will circle about the 

,beloved ego. We learn generously to overlook this truth, but if we dare 
. to think of it we cannot deny the fact. . 

I am told that the reverie or free association of ideas is the subject of 
modern research. I do not know what is the outcome of that research, 
but there can be no doubt that our reveries form the chief index to our 
character and constitute a reflection of our nature as modified by hidden 
and forgotten experience.. The reverie is broken o~ly when we have to 
make practical.decisions, and these are the occasions which demand'careful 
pondering and the recollection of pertinent facts. This manner of thinking -
is more difficult and laborious than the state of reverie; it is the time 
when we have to make up our minds. Then there is another kind of 
thinking stimulated when our beliefs and opinions are cha,llenged. Most 
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Sir Robert Firth 273 

of 'us~are curiously heedless in the formation of our beliefs, a;d few of us 
take the trouble to study the' origin of our cherished convictions; but tl~e 
moment anyone proposes t01;ob us 'of their companionship' we rtre filled 
with a passion for them, which lea(ls~ us frequently to se~k every manner 
of excuse for clingipg to them. The result is that most of our so-called 
reasoning consists i~, finding arguments for gOIng on belieying as we 
already do. The real reasons for our beliefs are concealed from ourselves 
as well as from others, We absorQ unconsciously and adopt the ideas 
presented to us by our environment, .andwhispered persistently in our 

, ears by the group in which we happen to live. These jUdgments, being, 
the pr09uct of suggestion aud not of reasor:iing, have a quality of certitude 
and obviousness. On the other hand, opinions which are the result of 
experience '01' of honest reasoning lack this qU'ality of priqlary certitude. 
'rhis spontaneous support of our preconceptions or reasons'to justify our 
routine beliefs, is known to modern. psychologists as rationalizing" but 
actually it is the result of personal preference or prejudice and .not, of_ 
an hQnest desire to accept or seek new knowledge. In plain words, 
rationalizing is the self-exculpation. which occurs when we feel ourselves 
or our group to be accused of error or misapprehension. 

'High and low think in this man·ner. The reverie and rationalizing 
go on all the time not only ip: the mind of the operative or typist, but 
:also in that of the doctor, lawyer, stockbroker, judge and bishop. To, 
affirm this is not to disparage the truly great, but to emphasize the 
gigantic competition which all really exacting thought has to 'face, even in 

,'the minds of the most highly endowed. Here the perturbing suspicion 
emerges that perhaps all our vaunted and cherished conceptions and 
developments ill social service, ethics, politics and political, economy in' 
the past and present may be swept aside by future generations as mainly 
rationalizing on our part. Indeed, just as the natural sciences before the 
seventeenth century were merely rationalizations .suited to the sentiments 
·of the perio'd, so the social services of our day may be nothing mor.e than 
rationalizations of uncritically accepted beliefs and customs. . 

This may be disturbing, but.it brings us to another k~nd of thought 
which can be distinguished from the reverie or free association of ideas, 
from the making up ,of our minds, and from the self-exculpation called 
rationalizing. ; It has not the' qualities of the reverie, for it does not 
circumambulate our personal complacency; it is not made up of the 
homely decisions forced upon us by daily needs to make.a choice of action; 
it is not the defence of cherished ideas and the finding ~f plausible flxcuses 
for remaining of the same mind; it is more than that, it is' that peen-liar 
kind of thought which leads us .to, change our mind, and thftt kind of 
thought which has raised man froni primitive ignorance and squalor to 
knowledge and comfort. This type of ~hought is called Heason by some, 
and by others called creative thought b.ecause it begets knowledge, and all ' 
knowledge is creative. In certairl. moods, some of us realize that we are 
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~b~erving tningsandreflecting with- a seeming disregard of our personal 
preoccupations. . In such mood we are not satisfying ourselves with our 
own complacency, we are not defending ourselves, we are not faced with 
the need to decide, nor are we apologizing for believing this or that. We 
are wondering and are the subjects of curiosity and inquisitiveness. For 
many, this kind of thought is brit what may be called idle curiosity, but ~ 
occasionally curiosity leads to creative thought, alters and broadens our 
views and the views of others. Some of the greatest advarnces of modern 
science have· had their origin in simple observations called into life. by· 
reflection and curiosity. The cases of ,Galileo, Newton and Faraday at 
once come to mind, but there· are similar instances in .other realms in 
which the recording and embodiment of acute observations have wrought 
themselves into the ·higher life of lJlan. The process ,by which a fre·sh and 
original painting, a ,piece of sculpture, an oratorio, ·an opera, a poem or 
a play have come int.o being are analogous to that which/originates and, 
elaborates· so'-called scientific discoveries; tbe only· difference is tempera
mental. Few' people trouble themselves ab'outthese matters, they take all 
for granted as they are the voice of the herd, but were it not for the· slow, 
painf1l1 and discouraged operation of creative thought through the ages 
man would never have risen to be what he is. The greater number 
accept their breakfasts, dinners, trains, telephones, art galleries, orchestras, 
theatres, their moral code and standard of manners with innocence and 

- disregard, much ·as a cow asks no questions· why it has hay' and ~ dry 
stall, or a kitten lapping its milk out of ,a china saucer has no thought 
about porcelain, or as a dog snoozled up on a sofa worries nothing about, 
and has no sense of obligation to, the makers of upholstery and down 
pillows. Few of us are capable of engaging i.n creative thought, but. some 
of us can at least come to distinguish it from other and inferior kinds of 
thought, ar:d accord it its proper place as the greatest treasure 6f the past. 
and the only hope of the future. 

These app~ar to be the various kinds of thinking which we can observe 
in ourselves and which we haye reason to believe go on and always have 
been going on in the minds of our fellows. They suggest the lesson that 
we resent criticism of our views exactly as we do of everything else asso
ciated with ourselves. Our notions of life and its ideals seem to us to 
be our own and as such are necessarily true and right. It is clear that our 
convictions on important matters are llotthe result of knowledge or critical 
thought; most of them are prejudices and the whisperings of the voice of . 
the herd. We do not form them ourselves,and we have in. the last analysis 
no responsibility for them and wish to assume none. It is interesting. 
therefore, to consider the process by which we have reached this condition 
and how the notions of the herd have been accumulated. If we reflect at 
all, we recognize that underlying the minds of civilized people there is the 
animal mind, the child mind, the savage mind and the traditional civilized 
mind. This means that we are all animals and will remain so, we wefeall 
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. Sir Robert Firth 275 

children at our mostjmpressionable age and can never escape the effects of 
. that; our primitive ancestors lived in savagery and the primitive savage 

mind_ is Mer with us, and, finally, we are born into an elaborate civilization 
from whose COI)stant pressure we cannot esC!ip~. Each of these underlying. 
minds has its special features; we may grow beyond the,m and by the 
help of new knowledge even persua~e ourselves that we have successfully 
tran£lcended them, but, if we are honest, we find that their hold over' us . is 
inexorable.' rr~e emotions of anger, fear, depression or irritatic:m arid the 
preoccupations of religion, love, war and the chase, stir up impulses that 
go 'far back in our history,' that repudiate, any rationalizing, and prove 
effectually to us the insecurity of any structure we may have ~anaged to 

. rear on our fqurfold foundation. In all our reveries and speculatioQs, we 
have three unsympathetic and jealous companions: OUI: wild simian fore-' 
bear, a playful and peevish infant, and a ~avage. At any moment we may 
fi~d ourselves seized with an irresistible impulse\' to show our relation 
to these old friends, an,d, what is more;exp.,erieilce an infinite relief in 
·doipg so. \ Cl ' ~ 

If man was and is an animal, why did he alone of all animals become 
civilized? All animals gain a certain wisdom with age aIld experience, but 
the' experience of one ape does not profit another. Learning among. 
animals, below man, is individual, not co-operative. Man became civilized 
because he, alone among animals, had It brain sl1ffieiently elaborate to 

.enable him to form !J,ssociations and concepts through imitation. Although 
early man had a human brain he most certainly had not the same ideas 
and did not make the same jUdgments as we do. What he saw and heard 
was not what we should call seeing, and ~earing. He responded to situa
tions in, a kind of impulsive manner. In short, he must have thought 
much as a wolf does, just as he lived much like him. An owl may look 
quite as wise as a judge, and to a dog,though he is content to ride in it, 
a motor-car conveys much the same idea as any common cart, the probable 
only difference. to, him being that the one smells of petrol alld the other 
of horses., Onty in times of great emotion or, excitemtmt can we get a hint 
in ourselves oiour animal impulses free from human sophIstication and 
analysjs. The fact is, man started. with mere impressions of a general 
situat'lon, and gradually by his ability to handle thillgs he came upon 
distirictions which, in time, he made Clearer hy attaching names to them. 
We keep repeating this process when we learn about anythillg. A piano 
or a typewriting ml1chine is at 'first a mere mass impression, and only 
gradually and imperfectly do most of us distinguish the nature alld merits 
of their parts, and realize that there are really many things where only 
one was fi.rst apparent. This process of analysis has hlen man's supreme 
accomplishment and that which has made his mind to grow. In such 
wanner the human minq has been built up through the ages by gradual 
accretions and laborious accumulations. Man started at the cultural zero 
and had to find out everythmg for himself, or rather a small number of 
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inquisitive and restless members of his kind did the work. The_mass' of 
humanity ha:s never had anything to do withjncrease of intelligence except 
to act. as its medium of propagation. Creative intelligence is confined to . 
the few, but the many avail themselves thoughtle-ssly of the achievements 
of ~he more highly endowed. A chimpanzee. can ,fit himself into our 
civilization and be taught to ride a bicycle and . smoke cigarettes, but 
neither ofthese things can he understandnor reproduce. At this moment 
I am'writing with a pen and using an electric lamp; but I am incapable 
of reproducing either luxury or convenience. It is the same with the bulk 
'0£ mankind. . 

In/like manner history, which is but a name for change or the record 
(){ changes, has been due to a small band whose native curiosity outran 
that of their fellows, and led them to escape here and there from the 
blindness oftheir time. Biologically; such men were variations, and their 
offspring and their fellows had the chance of -sharing to some degree the 
results of their pre,eminence, but otherwise things went on and will go on 
as before. The ,nature of "the . majo~ity of. mankind is to b~ lethargic, 
~asily pledged to rOlitine, tiinid and suspicious of innovation. Only recently 
and part;ally is man pro'gressive. He has spent almost his whole existence 
as' a savage hunter, and from that ph9Jse of his mind we can trace back 
the almost universally accepted idea that man has' a soul or double which 
survives the death of the body. In using this term, savage mind, Irefer 
to the characteristic of the human mind when there was as yet no writing, 
no organized industry or mechanic;tl arts, no, money, no settled life in 
large communities. We have no chronicles to tell us the story of those 
long centuries, but we know enough from geological findings to reali~e 
that those dim, remote ages must have produced great but inconspicuous 
originators who laid the foundations of civilization. We have so long 
taken this achievement for granted that few realize that they ever had to 
be made at all. Man as a savage may be only a presupposition, but it is 
a supposition which is forced upon us by compelling conjectural .and in
ferential evidence. At the start man distinguished, himself from the group 
to which he belonged, and when he discovered his own individuality he 
spontaneously ascribed the same type -of individuality and purpose' to 
animals, plants, wind and thunder. Even now we still retain traces of 
this animistic idea, as when we speak of the spirit of revolt or the spirit of 
something or other. Later, the dream had a great influence in the building 
up of man's mind, for it was not merely his shadow and reflection in water 
that led man to;imagine souls, but the visions of the night, and from these 
beginnings sprang ideas as to religious beliefs. Whole civilizations have 
been dominated by this savage inference, though it has been revived, 
rationalized and ennobled by'great thinkers from the days of Plato to 
Christ. 

Another elementary factor in man's .mental evolution waS the tabu or 
conception of the forbidden thing. Primitive or savage,man had tendencies 
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to fall into habits ,and establisli inbibitions for reasons he either did not 
discern _or easily forgot.- These became fixed -and sac-red to him, and any 
departure from th.em filled him with dread. We are not free from it even 
now; for dnes not the man who justifies himElelf by saying that he holds 
certain views, or acts ina certain manner "on principle," and yet refuses_ 
to examine the basis of his principle, rely on -psychological conditions 
similar to those of the savage tabu? -- When principles and tabus are en
trenched firmly in the mind we cannot expect to think freely and fairly, 
for they stop arguments. (It is the same when_ an issue is declared. t? be 

-~ " moral" one, which is tantamount to iinplying an emotional state which 
-makes reasonable compromise and adjustment impossible. The great 
-characteristic of the savage mind is its deadly conservatism and its hopeless 
love of routine. It \s to the survival :of this urlderlying element in man's 
mind that he; like plants and ani nials , tends to go on from generation to 
g~neration living as nearly as may be the life of his forebears. - Changes 
have ~o be forced upon him by hard experience, and he is ever prone to 

- find excuses for slipping back to older habits akin to_ his animal and primi
tive p~omptings. These are the people -whose only advance beyond the 
savage mood lies in -the specious reasons'they are able to educe for remaining -

_of the same mind. " . . 
Man is by nature credulous. . He is victimized by first impressions from 

which he can escape with difficulty~ - He resents criticism of accepted and 
familial' ideas as 'he resents any disturbance of routine. In this manner, 
criticism is against Nature, for it conflicts with the smooth working of our 
more primitive minds, those of the child and savage. Ultimately, in man's 
history there came/meri. who professed to doubt everything and'these were 
the Greek thinkers who furnished the first instance of intellectual freedom. 
They discovered scepticism in the higper and propel' significance of the 
word, and by so doing they made the supreme contribution to -human' 
thought. Through Socrates,Aristotle, Plato, DemocritusJ the Stoics, the 
Eleatics and and the Epicureans we can trace the full stream of scepticism 
and the metaphysics built upon it. ' After the Hellenes were absorbed into 
the vast Roman Empire, critical and creative thought began to decline. 
New and highly uncritical beliefs and modes of thought became popular. 
The Stoic and Epicurean dogmas had lost their freshness and lllen ceased 
to look for salvation through intelligence and knowledge. Eloquent leaders 
from the East arose to reveal a new salvatjon, and Faith ruled in the place of 
Reason; and the peoples, finding believing to be far easier .than thinking, 
listened gladly to those who said it was necessary only to believe to be 
saved. 'l'his phase marked the dawn of religious and mystical thought 
which, in contrast to the secular philosophy of the Greeks, dominated the 

-i~tellectuallife of the Middle Ages. For that period the fundamental truths 
in regard to man were assumed -to be established once and for all. The 
Greek thinkers had had little in the way of authority on which to build, 
and inany of them franklY confessed that they did not believe that such a. 
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thing could, exist / for the thoroughly sophisticated intelligence.' But 
mediroval thought was grounded wholly on authority. This, reliance on 
authority is a fundamental primitive trait. We have inherited it from long 
generatiol(s of prehistoric men. It is an expression of our spontaneous 
confidence in everything that comes to us in an' unquestioned form. As 
children we are subject to authority, and later on we unconsciously absorb 
our igeas and views from the group in which w~ happen to iive. The P::tst 
exercises an almost, irresistible fascination over us. We are tremendously 
suggestible; 'our mechanism, is much better adapted to 'credulity than 
questioning; all of us believe nearly all the' time ; few doubt, and only now 
and then. ' , 

The findings of modern science have shaken the hold of. the sources of 
so· called revealed authority, but they have don~ little as ,yet to loosen our 
habit of relyi-Ilg on the more insidious authority of current practice and 
belief. It is painful to most minds t'o admit that the past does not furnish 
us with reliable permanent standards of conduc,t and public policy. We I 

resent that things are not going well and find excuses for turning our backs 
on disconcerting and puzzling facts. 'In a word, we are intolerant; 'but we 
do not inherit our present disposition to intolerance solely from the Middle 
Ages. As animals and children and savages, we are naively and unques
tionably intolerant. All divergen~e from the customary is suspi.cious and 
repugllant.' One of the greatest contrasts het weep mediroval thinking and 
modern critical thought lies in ~he conception of man's relation to the 
cosmos. To the mediroval thinker, all the heavenly bodies revolved about 
man's abode as their centre: all 'creatures were regarded as existing either 
to assist or to try man., '!'his is a perennially appealing conception of 
things. ' It corresponds to primitive and inveterate tendencies in huma:Qity 
and~ gratifies, under the guise of humility, our hungering for self-importance. ' 

'The mediroval and some modern thi'nkers never question this general 
anthropocentric and mystical view of the world. To them, all that 
concerns our deeper needs transcends logic and defies analysis. In order 
that modern sCience might develop, it was -n~cessary that a wholly new 
and opposed set of fundamental convictions be substituted. Man had to 
cultivate another kind of ·self-import~nce and a new and more profound 

,humility. The investigations of natural processes which commenced with 
, the beginning of the seventeenth century opened a new era. The newer' 
methods, slowly elaborated from that day, have resulted in the accumula-, 
tionof a stupendous mass of information in regard to the material structure 
and operation of things, and the gradual way in which the earth and all its 

'inhabitants have come into ~eing. Man has come to believe in his capacity 
to discover' important, truths through thoughtful examination of things 
about him, and he recognizes that the world was not made for ,him but 
that humanity is but a curious incident in the universe and that its career 
is but a recent episode in cosmic history. He has acquired a taste for the 
simplest possible explanation of things, and his mood impels hin;t to reduce 

"ever.ything as far as possible to the commonplace. 
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This tendency is naturally repugnant to the mystically disposed,. but we 
must come to terms in'some way with the emotions underlying mysticism. 
They are very dear to many, and mere scientific knowiedge will never form 
an adequate substitute for them. We need never fear' that the supply of 
myste(y will ever give out j hut we' must be careful not to 'see mysterie~ 
whe~ 'th,ere are none and not' to fail to see those that we canl),ot' possibly 
eS0ape. "In declaring oneself to be a mystic is 'riot to deny that many' 
things are explicable in scientific terms, any more than in declaring one
selJ not to be a mystic is to maintl1in that all things are 'explicable in 
scientific terms. Indeed, no I thoughtfq,l person will be likely to ,boast that 
he can fully explain anything. We have only to scratch the surface of our 
experiences or' the surface of our bodies to find fundamental mystery. 
And how, indeed, as descendants of an extinct race of primates, with a 
mind still in the early stages, of development can we be yet in the way of 
reaching ultimate truth at any point?, ' ' , 

The changes which are the outcome of modern creative thought have 
gone farther than merely challenging, the-'validity of authority, as affecting 

: religious beliefs, and the accuracy, of old-time ideas' concerning the 
. universe. Their' effects are manifest in other directions. Means of, 
comniunication have been sa perfected that space has practically -been 
annihilated in respect of speech, and iri matters of transport· reduced to 
a fifth. The nations and races of the earth have been brought into such 
close and rapid intercommunication that they now form economically a 
loose and as yet sca:t;cely acknowledged federation of inan, in which the 
fate of any member may affect the affairs of all the others, no matter how 
r~mote they may be geographically. rrhese conditions have conspired to 
give conimerce and business ail overwhelming importance. We no 
longer make things for the 'sake of making them, but for money. The 
chair is n,ot made to sit on, but for profit; the soap is no longer prepared 
for purposes of cleanliness, but to be sold for profit; the doctor and the 
lawy~rdo not give technical advice to ,their 'clients for altruistic reasons 

" ormot{ves, but for the sake of fees. Even in literature, be itin the form 
of books, magazines or newspapers, little catches the eye. that is written 
for'its own'sake and n~t for 'money' or business competition. Formerly, 

',the labourer worked because either he could, n0t escape thraldom or 
because he was a natural artizan ';nojl he i~ in a position whereby he can 
combine with others of his kind, lay down terms and, conditions " of 
employment, and even enter into business competition with his ma,ster.' 
Like his employer, he has learnt to give as little as possible for as much as 
,possible. Similarly, when houses wen~ built to live, in and corn and cattle 
grown to eat, these essential industries' took care ,of themselves; but now 
that profiF is the motive for house-building and grain- or cattle-growing, if 
the promised . returns 'from those enterprises are less than from making 
embroidered petticoats or motor-cars,-it is not surprising to find ,that few 
see' compelling, reasons for either buildillg houses or raising food. The 
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Fragments 
-

printing press ha~ made· popular education possible, and popular 
education has necessitated that- all adults should have a vote and 
exercise,some influence-in the choice of government and the direction of 
it~ policy. ' . 

The lesson seeins dear that we can learn much from the past in 'regard 
. to wrong ways of dealing with new ideas. As yet ~we have only old,; 

fashioned modes of meeting the inevitable changes which loom on the, 
- _ horizon. Hepression has-- now and then enjoyed some success, but, in the 
_ main, it has failed. Much will depend on whether our purpose is to keep -

things as they are or to bring aboutJeadjustments. In other words, have 
we arrived, or are we only just starting? These are questions I leave to: 
the reader to answer for himself, but let him not forget that nearly all 
men and women, whatever their social and economic status, may and 
probably have much greater possibilities 'of activity, thought and emotion 
than they exhibit in the particular conditions in which they happen to be 
placed; that ion all ranks there is evidence ofunrealized capacity; that we 
are living on a fl:!>r lower scale of intelligent condu,ct than is desirable. The 
manner in which man has revolutionized his environment, habits, conduct 
l1nd purposes. of' life by inventions and discoveries, the result of creative, 
thinking, is undoubtedly the most astonishing thing in human history. 
So recent and rapid has been this change that it becomes increasingly 
difficult for man's common run of thinking to keep pace with the altera
tions in his actual practices and conditions of living.· Man has never been
able to adapt himself very perfectly to his civiliz_ation, and there has 
always been some injustice and mal-adjustment which might conceivably 
have begn decreased by inteUigence. With this teaching of the past befo.re 
us, the existence of great social problems, the prevalence of crude economic 
theories, discontent with~old leaders, standards, criteria, methods or values, 
and a demanSl for new ones prompt the thought, that unless thinking be 
raised to a far higher plane than hitherto, some great set-back to civil~zation 
may be inevitable. We must endeavour to free our own minds of tabu, 
prejudice and intolerance, and then do what we can to make others to free 
theirs .. As membert; of a species that has required a million years to reach 
its present state of enlightenment, there is'little reason to thin'k that any
one of us is likely to cultivate intelligence too ass'iduously or in harmful 
exces,s, If we are to meet and successfully to oVflrc9me the dangers ahead, 
it is clear that we need more mind than ever before. 

It is also clear that we can have indefinitely more mind than we already 
have if we honestly desire' it and avail ourselves of resources already at 
han~. Mind is our conscious knowledge and -intelligence, our disposition to 
increase our information, classify it, criticize it, and applyit. It is obvious 
that mind is a matter of accumulatio:g not only of mere scientific (acts but 
of facts wh~ch concern both the merits and defects, the strength and weak
ness of humanity-a humanity that has been in the making ever since man 
took his first step in civilization. From this, I would not have the reader 
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infer that~ I underrate the place of science or. exact knoWledge in the life of 
man, but the most accurate information available about the world we live 
in and .the nature 'of ourselves and of our fellow men is not the' whole of life, 
and; except, to the few, it cimnever be the most iabsorbing or vivid of our 
emotional satisfactions. 'We eanuot change our natures: we are poetic, 

'artistic, romantic and mystical. We want bread,-not'a ston~; we hunger 
for the human touch; we- resent the cold analysis and reduction of life to 
the commonplace, and we seek to pursue .those things that to many are 
more enticing than science itself. It is knowledge which has altered oui' 
world and we must rely on clear thinking and understanding of our.fellows 
to accommodate ourselves to the new conditions. What we rieed most is 
it change of outlook arid a chastened mood which will pt;lrmitan ever
increasing number of people to see things as they are, in the light of what 
they have been and' what they might be. The dogmatic socialist with his 
unhis'toric~l assumptions _of class struggle and his exaggerated interpreta~ 

" tions of history sheds no, more light on the actual problems than does the 
obstinate advocate of w9rn-out shibboleths respe'ctingclass and property. 
We are all purblind, but some are blindBrthan those who use the varioUSl 
means available for sharpening ;their eyesight. As an onlooker,it seems 
to me that the lenses recommeridedby both socialist and reactionist tend 
rather to increase than diminish our natural astigmatism. 

Neverbefore have we had ,,to rely so completely on o,llfselves. There is 
no guardian to think for us, no precedent to 'follow without question, no 
lawmaker above, only ordinary men set to deal with perplexities; Man, 
has clamoured for and obtained emancipation; but liberty is a searching 
challenger, for it takes away the guardianship of the master arid the 
comfort of the priest. Iconoclasm has not freed us; it ~as thrown us into 
the water and now we have to swim. Although no previous' generation -
has been so perplexed as o~rs, yet hone has ever been Justified iri'holding 
higher hopes. Certainly, we must look forward to ever new predicaments, 
but we may rest assured that nothing is going to be settled in the future in 
the way things were once settled, for tht;l simple reason that knowledge 
will continue-to increase and will alter the world with which we have to " 
make terms .. Life, in short, has become a serious sporting proposition. 
It rests with us to play the game or refuse, to play it. If we elect to play 

I the game we must deve'lop an attitude of mind and high thinking appro
priate to the terms and rules according to ",-hich life's game must hereafter 
be played. This means that we have now to make self-denial, love and 
charity, take the place of s~lfishness, prejudice ,and intolerance; and as 
a concise statement of the great revolution we have to, face, it means we 
have now to substitute' purpose for tradition as the authority for. our 
thoughts and the manner of our thinking. 
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